Casual European country homes are the inspiration for Southbury. Working with different textures and finishes create a look and feel of old world treasures. Design inspirations include architectural elements such as fluted posts, picture frame moldings, subtle shapes and tapered legs. The final touch of the case is the beautiful drop-ring hardware. To achieve a time worn look, we use Wirebrushed Oak veneers finished with a glaze over antiqued chipped paint.
513-918 Charging Chairside Table
Hidden electrical detail and hidden apron storage underneath

513-916 Round End Table
Dia 26 H26
Assembly required, lower shelf
Shelf size: Dia 23 H18¼

513-910 Rectangular Cocktail Table
W50 D38 H20
Assembly required, two soft close drawers

513-918 Charging Chairside Table
W18 D28 H25
Assembly required, removable magnetic apron with USB power bar, lower shelf, apron stores underneath
Shelf size: W14¼ D24¼ H17¼

513-585 Entertainment Console
W60 D19 H32
Four soft close drawers, two doors, center opening for components, power bar, wire management, center support foot underneath, adjustable shelf behind doors
Inside sizes behind doors:
W16-3/8 D16½ H15¼ (without shelf)
Component opening: W34 D17 H5¼

513-910 Rectangular Cocktail Table
W50 D38 H20
Assembly required, two soft close drawers
Southbury

513 SOUTHBURY
WIREBRUSHED OAK VENEERS WITH A PARCHMENT FINISH

Wirebrushed Oak veneers featuring white parchment finish with glaze and antique chipped paint along with contrasting fossil-colored wood tone tops and soft close drawer guides

Finishes ordered at different times are not guaranteed to match. Woods have grain and color variations due to growth patterns of each tree.

The result is a beautiful and unique piece. Due to these variations, finishes on individual pieces are not guaranteed to match.

The finish shown here has been reproduced as accurately as photographic and printing technologies allow. For the truest representation, please contact your American Drew dealer.

Care & Cleaning

Care of fine finishes: American Drew finishes are naturally resistant to minor everyday hazards and accidents; however, some precautions are necessary to maintain the beauty of your wood furniture.

- Dust with a soft clean cloth slightly moistened with water, and then dry completely with another clean cloth. Always rub in the direction of the wood grain.
- Avoid cigarettes, hot dishes, moisture and harsh solvents such as nail polish and alcohol.
- Do not place beverages directly on furniture.
- Use pads beneath accessories when writing or eating.
- Remove spills and smudges immediately.
- Pliable materials should not be left on a wood surface; they can damage the finish.
- Furniture should not be placed near heat, windows, or in direct sunlight.

513-916 ROUND END TABLE
Dia 26 H26
Assembly required, lower shelf
Shelf size: Dia 23 H18¼

513-918 CHARGING CHAIRSIDE TABLE
W18 D28 H18½
Assembly required, removable magnetic apron with USB power bar, lower shelf, apron stores underneath
Shelf size: W14¼ D24¼ H17¼

513-915 DRAWER END TABLE
W24 D28 H26
One soft close drawer

513-910 RECTANGULAR COCKTAIL TABLE
W50 D28 H20
Assembly required, two soft close drawers

513-9125 CHAIRSIDE TABLE
W24 D28 H26
One soft close drawer